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Imagine a future 
where human 
societies are parts 
of a thriving global, 
natural & cultural 
ecosystem
We have discovered how to design and create irresistible circular societies through 
collaboration and experimentation – locally and across borders. People, business-
es, and governments have embraced circular economy at full scale because it is the 
obvious thing to do – more fun, more just, more meaningful, and more beautiful than 
the waste generating economies of old. We sow more than we harvest. We take great 
care to ensure that the urban environments we design and live in are rich habitats for 
other species too. Fields, forests, lakes and rivers are as healthy as they ever were. We 
are still tackling the effects of climate change that we inherited from past generations, 
though. While not easy, signs are good that ecosystem restoration practices, carbon se-
questration, and leaving the fossils in the ground serve well to mitigate the worst effects 
of climate change. The future looks bright.

This is a strategy.

Let’s join forces carrying these ideas forward with youthful optimism and nurture the 
self-assurance that collective imagination can and will change the world for the better. 
By committing to circular thinking and knowledge sharing, we work for transforma-
tive change at all levels of society, from education to industry and politics. That is the 
opportunity we want to provide in the New European Bauhaus initiative: Designing the 
Irresistible Circular Society. Accelerating the necessary change will take lots of experi-
mentation – culturally, technologically, and by design. We will succeed faster if we allow 
ourselves the opportunity to co-design and test ideas and solutions at scale. 

Let’s design irresistible circular societies together.
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A new 
cultural project 
for Europe
What is it
The vision of a New European Bauhaus was launched by Ursula von der Leyen and the 
EU Commission in October 2020. 

The EU is facing the biggest challenge of our time: climate change and overshooting 
resources push planetary boundaries. Additionally, the world is coming out of a pan-
demic - making it the perfect time to use this burning platform to implement change. We 
need to become leaders in a circular economy anchored in environmental and econom-
ic needs and goals and implement it in a shared European culture. 

The New European Bauhaus initiative connects the European Green Deal to our living 
spaces. The initiative calls on all Europeans to imagine and build a sustainable and 
inclusive future that is beautiful for our eyes, minds, and souls - together. As such, the 
New European Bauhaus can be seen as a creative and interdisciplinary movement.

During the last year, the Commission completed a co-design phase to start a cultural 
movement and explore what the calls and additional actions for a New European Bau-
haus should look like.

On September 28th, the Commission launches the call for five New European Bau-
haus’, each with a grant of 5 million euros with a duration of two years. Each grant is 
to be seen as a catalyst for additional funding, eventually establishing a sustainable 
business model. 

Why we respond to it
As a society, we both have the responsibility and the capacity and values to solve and 
shape the future we desire, why we, of course, want to get involved. To us, the New 
European Bauhaus initiative is the opportunity to accelerate what needs to be acceler-
ated - together - now.

As a society, we believe we have a capacity that we are obliged to put into play. What 
we, in particular, can contribute within partnerships are:

• skilled designers, architects and uncompromising artists 
• collaborating business organisations
• committed and curious population
• ambitious politicians
• great knowledge institutions
• strong creative design DNA 
• a digital society 
• being circular first-mover



Ursula Von der Leyen

“I want NextGenera-
tionEU to kickstart a 
European renovation 
wave and make our 
Union a leader in the 
circular economy. 
But this is not just 
an environmental or 
economic project: 
it needs to be a 
new cultural project 
for Europe.”
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A design 
driven approach 
to societal 
change
Since January 2020, we have conducted a comprehensive, bottom-up co-creation pro-
cess. The overall goal has been to mobilize the ecosystem of committed and engaged 
stakeholders, develop a mission and share ideas for concrete initiatives that can pro-
vide attractive and attainable solutions to the challenges of climate change, biodiversity 
loss and resource scarcity and thus help shape a better future.

This preparatory work is done in an open process where the final outcome is to be de-
fined after the New European Bauhaus call is published. Our approach to the openness 
of the process is based on the method of Design-driven missions. 

In this report, we are happy to 
present what we have done, the 
findings, how we got there 
- and with whom. 

The approach: Design-driven missions 
The core of the design-driven mission’s approach is to challenge one’s own assump-
tions, bring empathy into play, provide space for experiments, and “rehearse the pre-
ferred future” through prototypes. Successful missions can be pursued via three differ-
ent but interrelated dimensions; 

• setting direction (where to go), 
• mobilizing ecosystems (with whom) and 
• building capacity (how to get there). 
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We have designed a mission and collected a treasure chest of ideas for initiatives 
through several co-design events and workshops with citizens, businesses, and 
organisations. The initiatives chosen have significant impacts while building capacity 
in the ecosystem of stakeholders by breaking down professional borders and silos, 
hosting new dialogues across sectors and disciplines, and providing a space for new 
partnerships.

The process itself has been designed to continuously open up ideation and then con-
solidating the ideas and concepts in collaboration with representatives across the many 
disciplines, industries and geographic locations who participated to ensure inclusion 
across age, social status and sectors. Transparency and broad inclusion have been vi-
tal elements as this process focuses on interdisciplinary interaction across citizens and 
generations in an accessible way. 

Our mission is to design irresistible circular societies 
– to accelerate the green transition based on shared desires and values rather than 
need and necessity, by engaging citizens, businesses and organizations in co-design 
processes with tangible results applicable at scale.

Source: Mission Playbook

A design 
driven approach 
to societal 
change

https://danskdesigncenter.dk/en/missions-playbook
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CEO Jan Søndergaard, 
UNICON on participating in the co-design process

“The process has contributed with new 
perspectives that are contagious. To me, 
new words were used. Suddenly, we talked 
of emotions in construction. I actually think 
that’s what the project is all about. To get 
people talking to each other, who do not 
usually talk to each other in a forum where 
you are not bound by some agendas in 
advance. 

We had a number of artists in some of the 
groups I was part of. I admit that my imme-
diate thought was that we properly wouldn’t 
have much to talk about. But (....) our love 
of materials is basically the same - and from 
that come to some new perspectives on 
how we think about it in the circular agenda 
and how we can spread it to society.

This is the essence here, to get the ideas to 
spread and get prejudices broken down so 
that we end up in a different place than we 
would normally have ended up.”

9A New European Bauhaus
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The Mission 
Designing irresistible 
circular societies
Our global mutual challenge is quite clear: we are overshooting. We use and con-
sume much more than we give back to the planet. We exceeded the planetary bound-
aries for the whole world on July 29th. The footprints of developed countries are much 
bigger than those of developing countries.

This process has included many discussions on how best to accelerate a cultural 
change - with the ultimate goal of changing behaviour and implementing transforma-
tion. We need to make a movement, not just a lighthouse project. We need to empower 
youth to take action. We need co-existing with nature in multispecies communities to 
become the new norm.

We are convinced the best way to do this is by finding ways for circularity to become 
irresistible. In order to actually implement the change, we need to rethink current busi-
ness models and make sustainable choices attractive. This calls for new narratives, 
designs, ethics, aesthetics, and art within the built environment. 

We wish to create a new mindset that inspires and builds on the desires and values of 
people. We wish to unleash the potential of a circular society. We need to build commu-
nities, collaboration, and new innovative partnerships for circularity to become irresist-
ible. The closer designs reflect people’s needs, values and desires, the better they are 
aligned for success.

Designing is perhaps the most essential intellectual and practical skill we all share as 
human beings: The ability to create concepts and tools that allow us to change our envi-
ronments and circumstances. This skill took us to the present Anthropocene era, where 
the traces of human activities have reached a geological scale. We now have to learn to 
design collectively at a global scale. 

By designing things and services to be irresistible, we aim for a future where sustain-
ability becomes an obvious choice - a choice so attractive that it barely seems like a 
choice. Attractive, affordable and accessible solutions to everyday issues that contribute 
to health and wellbeing for people and ecosystems at a global scale. 

Circular solutions to design challenges have three fundamental qualities in common: 
They are designed to eliminate waste and pollution. They keep materials and resources 
in loops for future generations. And they contribute to regenerate natural ecosystems.

The key to accelerating positive change is to apply co-design processes at the scale of 
societies: Facilitating the dialogues of who we are, where we want to go and how – in-
cluding nature and species that don’t have a voice in the debate. Rapid prototyping and 
experimentation at scale will allow us to quickly identify design weaknesses to succeed 
even faster.



What if 
you were the 
protector 
of the lake?
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The mission’s 
three angles 
of action
Three overall challenge areas are selected as ‘ways of making the mission come true’. 
The challenge areas encompass the project and are identified as ‘angles of action’ 
where the built environment reflects the frame, being regenerative is pivotal, and the 
Sustainable Development Goals are inherent guiding principles. Aesthetics are consid-
ered a nerve running throughout the angles of actions.

The three angles of action are: 

• Social values and communities 
• City nature, resilience and biodiversity
• Ressource loops and zero waste

The angles of action are connected and interrelated but also need individual focus to 
balance the overall challenge of overshooting. Initiatives and activities within these 
three action areas should reflect an interaction between macro and micro level, under-
stood as interactions between systemic change at a societal level and concrete initia-
tives and solutions at a local level, which is place-based and where we learn through 
tests, feedback and iterations in a local setting. Both levels need to be addressed and 
are mutually dependent.
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Designing 
the irresistible 
circular society
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City nature, 
biodiversity 
& resilience
Focusing on thriving urban and natural habitats
When designing an irresistible society, we must ensure that biodiversity and nature is 
an integrated part of the future. This is important not only for the sake of ‘nature’ as its 
own entity but also for the health and wellbeing of all humans and species in the future. 
Nature can help make cities more sustainable, in the ecological sense, and resilient, 
especially if integrated into the infrastructural systems such as climate adaptation and 
mitigations, creating synergies combatting cloudburst, pollution, biodiversity crisis. 

Initiatives framework
Today, nature has no rights. We need to fight for nature’s rights, work through a bot-
tom-up approach, and ensure citizen participation and education on the importance of 
nature. As societies, we need to evaluate what dynamics we expect and accept re-
garding a city, a rural area or a landscape. E.g. what it should smell and look like both 
indoors and outdoors and its development over time. Nature is a bad business case, 
and therefore we need to bring the discussion into the political arena.

We lack design strategies for all living systems. We need more holistic planning and 
less silo thinking. The different systems in a city are connected, and we must collabo-
rate across silos to achieve synergies and best relieve the pressure on the planet. We 
need to address cities’ use of and connection to ecosystem services located outside of 
the cities and understand the interconnectedness of the urban, the rural and the spaces 
in between.  

It’s crucial to explore people’s understanding of the ecological crisis and their expecta-
tions of what it takes to influence and improve it.

The impact of having nature in the city might be small in regards to biodiversity, but the 
impact might be high in regards to creating awareness and making people realise the 
strain cities and citizens have on planetary boundaries, ecosystems and the environ-
ment. Nature is an ecosystem that does not in itself create waste. However, we need 
to acknowledge that nature regenerates too slowly to truly recover from human-made 
damages.

Key design questions within this angle 
How might we change people’s attitudes and behaviour towards  
greater environmental responsibility through design?
How might we change the monocultural design of nature to not only  
be designed for people?
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Innovation directions to guide action 
Examples of innovation directions from the mission portfolio that helps direct concrete 
initiatives and activities. 

• If the problem is no design strategies for all living systems, solutions might be found 
within letting nature shape the city rather than the other way around.

• If the problem is a lack of influence on decision making among citizens, solutions 
might be found within new ways of running local democracy.

• If the problem is a sense of ecological disconnection in our built environments, 
solutions might be found within new design paradigms and new ways of regulating 
people’s involvement in decision making before everything is decided. Today’s trian-
gle between developers, landowners and politicians need a new format.

City nature, 
biodiversity 
& resilience
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Design based 
on ecosystems 
services contribute 
to urban resilience 
& climate change 
adaptation

15A New European Bauhaus

Case LYTT.dk
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Social values 
& communities
Focusing on social innovation, inclusion and the ‘power of we’
The ‘power of we’ comes from valuing a strong civic society and cooperative ownership. 
It represents how we both, as a Union and smaller communities, are stronger when we 
work together. We want to define the social values of the European communities with 
the communities. Thus, ensuring a democratic and inclusive process while seeking to 
find the correct social values that make a circular society irresistible for the citizens of 
Europe - and beyond.

Initiatives framework
Everyone has value and worth, and we must enforce a broad representation across 
all ages, races, ethnicities, and gender practices while also taking nature and non-hu-
mans into account. We embrace our differences in needs, wants and capabilities as our 
stronghold while acknowledging that civic engagement takes many different forms. 

Top-down solutions often have an alienating effect. Instead, we should focus on con-
tributing to a sense of local ownership by collaborating and sharing knowledge. One 
solution does not fit all, and the focus should be on inspiring rather than copying. When 
there is a focus on inclusion in all aspects, it breaks down some of the blindness of priv-
ilege, which is an undeniable factor when making decisions on a societal level. 

When creating societal change, we must inspire and empower and make all individuals 
feel like they can make the change. It is challenging to develop a strong sense of ‘WE’ 
and provide motivation to engage. Therefore, it is crucial to showcase actions that have 
a clear impact. 

Our new sustainable habits need to be made attractive. The seriousness of the climate 
crisis is well-known. However, the effects of our individual and collective actions must 
be exhibited. We need to show, trust and hand over the responsibility to the next gen-
eration. We can support each other across communities by sharing the responsibility to 
build a better and genuinely circular future. 

Key design questions within this angle 
How might we get everyone (Humans and non-humans) to participate?
How might we apply an approach that allows us to scale faster by going 
smaller and deeper?
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Innovation directions to guide action 
Examples of innovation directions from the mission portfolio that helps direct concrete 
initiatives and activities.

• If the problem is segregation, separative thinking and being, solutions might be 
found within the arts that stimulate a deep sense of connectedness.

• If the problem is to create reel and lasting engagement, solutions might be found 
within existing communities that are vibrant and where we can create more value.

• If the problem is motivation, apathy or climate anxiety, solutions might be found 
within visualizing the goal and gamifying participation.

• If the problem is seeing ourselves as part of nature and in coexistence with non-hu-
mans, solutions might be found within arts driving feelings on a personal level. 

Social values 
& communities
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Habitats can 
be designed to 
facilitate inclusion 
& interaction 
– between different 
species too

18A New European Bauhaus

Case Tredje Natur
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Zero waste & 
resource loops
Focusing on recycling and renovating buildings and dwellings
All across Europe, buildings need to be renovated to be able to withstand another 100 
years. The most sustainable choice in construction is, in most cases, to use what is 
already built. The challenge is, how do we make sure that what was made 50 years ago 
is being reused today in a safe and sound way? 

Initiatives framework
In the future circular society, it has to be a competitive advantage to be circular. Today, 
the lowest price controls the construction market and combined with a lack of demand 
for circularity; innovation stays absent. There is a pressing need for regulations and 
standardisation to make the circular choice attractive. Imagine having regulations that 
disfavour materials that damage our planet and focuses on CO2 fees and compensa-
tions instead.

In today’s market, regulations are made on the current materials in use. However,  
there should be a gain in looking at innovative solutions and available economic support 
when bringing innovative solutions to the market. There is a need for materials not only 
to be reused but to be born recyclable and reusable. We need to prioritise cross-border 
collaboration and knowledge sharing to solve the innovation gap. We must make   
sure that new behaviour and practices will be rooted in the market and construction  
enterprises.
 
We must make kin with materials by focusing on citizen involvement and dissemination 
of cultural heritage. If we can create a material archive that maps locality and that cu-
rates a journey moving from place to place, we may be able to support connectedness 
to materials on a sensory level and create a historical experience for people. This will 
strengthen our relationship with and

understanding of our built environment, city and planet. The human experience should 
not primarily revolve around the new but rather highlight the beauty in the used. Creat-
ing a new construction paradigm where we move away from homogeneity and praise 
the ‘used aesthetics´ contributes to a more circular renovation wave and a new sustain-
able aesthetic in the built environment. 

Key design questions within this angle 
How might we change the regulations and current standards to support 
and favourise circular business models?
How might we create a relationship to the built environment through 
increased awareness of material innovations, aesthetics, culture and 
business value? 
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Innovation direction to guide action

• If the problem is a lack of trust and risk-taking in new innovation the solution might 
be found in new partnerships in how we realize buildings - a paradigm shift in how 
we develop circular buildings and cities.

• If the problem is standard materials and design solutions, solutions might be found 
within lesser or new standards (e.g. building codes) and more knowledge sharing.

• If the problem is that we have to be more sensitive to history and place-based 
heritage when creating buildings, solutions might be found within an opening up 
involving artists and cross-disciplinary partners in the early stages of the planning of 
buildings.

Zero waste & 
resource loops
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Reusing materials 
keep resources 
available for future 
generations & reduce 
climate impacts

21A New European Bauhaus

Case Lendager Group
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Digitalisation 
as a key enabler 
to citizen 
engagement

MOLIO (the unifying knowledge centre for the Danish building and construction in-
dustry), in cooperation with Advice, has conducted an analysis on how to ensure user 
engagement utilising digitalisation called “Mapping Digital User Engagement in the 
Context of New European Bauhaus”. 

The aim of the study has been to investigate how such an architecture for digital user 
engagement can be constructed and to identify learnings from initiatives that have a 
successful track record of engaging users digitally in both political and commercial 
settings.

The analysis also suggests mapping the European digital publics and movements on 
issues related to a sustainable and circular build environment. Through this, we can 
showcase issues relating to the mission in existing communities enabling us to form 
partnerships in different areas in Europe (and beyond).

The five findings, which will be taken into account in the application for a New European 
Bauhaus, are:

Use digital user engagement only when it makes sense
Digital fatigue is a risk if people are overwhelmed with digital user engagement. 
Digital user engagement should be implemented when it’s the best solution to solve  
a problem. 

Do not ask for engagement without giving influence
If you can’t guarantee that people will be able to influence the project by involving 
them, then you shouldn’t try to engage people.
Being clear about how influence can be obtained is vital to a potential successful 
digital user engagement project.

Digital user engagement is a valuable tool to ensure that 
the New European Bauhaus as a cultural movement cor-
responds with the actual living conditions of people in 
Europe - and beyond.
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Participants need to be engaged and mobilised
Prioritise resources and energy to mobilise people and identify the communities 
already out there. 
Simply creating opportunities for people is not enough if you want the right people to 
be involved. 
People must be mobilised by the ones needing their engagement. 

Human skills are just as valuable and necessary as technical skills
Know the needs of people you intend to target, 
Ideally, technologists and humanists should work together.

Utilise existing communities rather than creating new communities   
around digital user engagement projects 

Aim to engage with existing communities instead of trying to create a whole new 
digital community.
Use the technology and engagement to reinforce their commitment.

Digitalisation 
as a key enabler 
to citizen 
engagement
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What if 
normality does 
not exist 
anymore?

24A New European Bauhaus
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Building 
community on a 
New European 
Bauhaus
As we face complex problems, a wide variety of stakeholders in the community need to 
be connected - both in the development of a mission and in engaging in ways of making 
the mission come true. 

The complex nature calls for diverse input, which is why engagement from those mainly 
affected is needed - the citizens, involvement and support of politicians and business-
es, inspiration from academia and the arts. Building the community and mobilising the 
entire ecosystem have been structured in three overall actions. 

The core action is the active co-creation and advisory activities responsible for the de-
velopment of the mission, angles of actions, innovation directions and ideas to concrete 
initiatives. 150 Danish organisations represented by more than 200 people have been 
involved in the co-creation process. 

In addition, several awareness-raising activities have been - and still is - conducted to 
continuously expanding the community and to engage more people and stakeholders in 
the mission. 

Finally, the steering committee has - among others - focused on political engagement to 
ensure national involvement and commitment and European connectivity. 

Political 
engagement 
on national 

& European level

Active co-creation 
& advisory 

Setting direction
Building capacity

Mobilising the ecosystem

Awareness 
& 

communication 
events
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The active 
co-creators 
& advisors

3XN
56NB
Active House Alliance 
Almenr
Andel
Arkitema Architects
Art Hub Copenhagen 
Arup
BARC Scandinavia
BIG
Bikubenfonden
BLOX Global
BLOXHUB
BUILD 
By & Havn
CEBRA Architecture
CHART ART FAIR
Christensen & Co.
Circle Bank
City of Copenhagen
CLT Denmark
CONCITO
ConTech Lab - Molio
Copenhagen Institute for 
Futures Studies
Copenhagen School of 
Design and Technology
Copenhagen Solution Lab
COWI
Creative Denmark
Danish Architecture Center
Danish Association of 
Architectural Firms
Danish Design Centre
Danish Design Council
Design Denmark
Design School Kolding
Designit
Designmuseum Denmark 
Digital Hub Denmark
Dorte Mandrup
Dreyers
Enemærke & Petersen
Fischer Lighting

Fonden Hedehuset
Frame
Fredericia Furniture 
Gate21
Gehl People
GivRum
Green Building Council 
Denmark
GREEN INNOVATION 
GROUP
Green Transition Denmark
Grundejernes 
Investeringsfond
Grundfos
Habitats
Hatch & Bloom
Henning Larsen 
Home.Earth
IBM
IDA
IdealCombi
In futurum
Industriens Fond
Innoversity Copenhagen
Institute for Human Rights 
& Business (IHRB)
Kasper Salto
KIRT x THOMSEN
KL
Komproment
Kunsthal Charlottenborg
KØS Museum of Art in 
public spaces 
Lendager Group
Lifestyle & Design Cluster
Louisiana Museum of 
Modern Art
Lundgaard & Tranberg 
Arkitekter
Merkur Andelskasse
Mikkelsen Arkitekter
Ministry of Climate, Energy 
and Utilities
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

MOE
Molio
Musikkens Hus
Naboskab
NCC
NIRAS
Nordic Harvest
NREP
Næste
Per Aarsleff
Proptech Denmark
Ramboll
Realdania
Regenerators
Regndans
Raaderum
Schønherr
SLA
STATE OF GREEN
Stena Recycling 
Sustainia
Sweco Danmark
SYNERGI
TechBQQ
The Art Hub 
The Confederation of 
Danish Industry
The Danish Association of 
Architects
The Danish Association of 
Construction Clients
The Danish Association of 
Consulting Engineers
The Danish Chamber
of Commerce
The Danish Foundation 
for Culture and Sports 
Facilities
The Danish Town Planning 
Institute
The Distributed Design 
Market Platform
The Energy Academy
The Ministry of Industry, 

Business and Financial 
Affairs
The National Building 
Foundation
The New Carlsberg 
Foundation 
The Royal Danish 
Academy
The Technical University of 
Denmark
The University of 
Copenhagen
The University of Southern 
Denmark
The Upcycl
Think Tank EUROPA
THIRD NATURE
Troldtekt 
Tscherning
UIA 2023 CPH
Urgent Agency
Utzon Center
Vandkunsten Architects
VELUX 
Vestjyllands Højskole
Vilhelm Lauritzen 
Architects 
WE BUILD DENMARK
Ørestad Innovation City 
Copenhagen
Aage Vestergaard Larsen
Aalborg University
Aarhus School of 
Architecture
Aarhus University
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Awareness & 
communication events 

Dialogue meeting (25 p)

Website launch
www.irresistiblecircularsociety.eu 

X p = Number of participants

February
M

arch
A

pril
M

ay
June

A
ugust

Septem
ber

 The EU-DAY,  Mariager, Jutland
• organising art events for kids   

using waste
• competition in handling plastic(waste)
• walk & talk guides inspired by Danish 

Design Council
• “the wish tree” 
• “boat-talks” with special invitees

Co-creation

Co-design Workshop 1 (80 p)
Awareness events

Co-design Workshop 2 (80 p)

Co-design event  by “Nordic Bauhaus”

Analysis

Meeting with 8 Danish funds

High level roundtables (42 p)

Design Forum feedback (23 p)

Project meeting 1 (57 p)

TALK: Mankind & nature

Panel: Green Impact Week

Project meeting 2 (53 p)

Event: NEB barriers (248 p)

International co-design workshop (80 p)

Culture meeting Mors

Project meeting 3 (53 p)

Whitepaper Milan Design Week

BLOXHUB Science talks

Royal Academy NEB theme course (200 p)

Green impact Summit

Nordic Edge Expo (50p)

NEB x SPROUT (120 p)

European Circular Economy Platform

https://www.irresistiblecircularsociety.eu 
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Political 
engagement
Throughout the process, “political engagement” has been a priority. National policymak-
ers have participated in co-creation workshops, but it has been a continuous choice to 
foster a bottom-up approach while keeping policy and a top-down approach at arm’s 
length while developing ideas and initiatives to serve the mission.

National level
On a national level, ongoing interaction with the Danish Government has taken place, 
e.g. meetings with the Ministry of  Climate, Energy & Utilities, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and the Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs.
In addition, a whitepaper on circular economy, “Designing the Irresistible Circular So-
ciety”, was launched during Milan Design Week together with the Minister of Industry, 
Business and Financial Affairs and HRH Crown Princess Mary of Denmark. 

Find and download the whitepaper here:
www.creativedenmark.com

Finally, the Local Government Denmark (KL) and Greater Copenhagen provided a 
platform to showcase “Designing the Irresistible Circular Society” at the 19th European 
Week of Regions and Cities 2021.

European level
An active role in the New European Bauhaus development has been played, e.g. by 
becoming an official partner, contributing as jury for the NEB prizes and organising the 
event on NEB barriers from a business perspective with the participation of the commis-
sion’s Joint Research Centre (JRC). 

https://cms.creativedenmark.com/media/Creative-Denmark_white-paper_Designing-the-irresistible-circular-society.pdf 
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The design 
process 
Framework for
co-creation 
The process has consisted of two overall phases leading up to developing an applica-
tion phase for a New European Bauhaus. Initially, a feasibility phase created a common 
narrative, a shared mission and identified three challenge areas that are referred to as 
angles of action. The feasibility phase was followed by a consolidation phase that devel-
oped possible innovation directions that went from ideas to concrete initiatives - referred 
to as a mission portfolio. Due to COVID, but most significantly because we wanted to 
enable everyone to join, we ran all co-creation processes, events, and activities in a 
virtual format. 

What is 
the dream?

Problem

Discover DevelopDefine Deliver

Mission Mission portfolio

How might we 
make the dream 

come true?
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Co-creating a 
mission & angles 
of action
The first phase aimed to create a common narrative, a shared mission and the angles 
of action as in selected “way of making the mission come true”.

Four questions have served as the foundation of all exercises.

• What do you think a sustainable, climate-neutral Europe in 2050 could look like?
• What do you think normal life will look like in 2050?
• What do you think we can do together specifically - and across Europe - to make 

this happen?
• What do you see as good examples and ideas - where you live - that could inspire 

the New European Bauhaus Movement?

These questions were developed by the Danish Design Council and are the essence of 
a conversation tool to support dialogues and to engage and involve more citizens. Find 
the tool here: www.bauhausconversations.eu 

The first co-creation workshop aimed to set a direction by identifying the preferred 
futures by sharing ambitions and dreams of a climate-neutral Europe 2050. The parti-
cipants were told to develop stories together to make their dreams concrete. The par-
ticipants were provided with a template of a New York Times front page dated January 
1st 2050, and they were asked to create the story that would make front-page headlines 
describing what happened as the dream came true.

The second co-creation workshop had the purpose of making the future tangible by 
developing early-stage concepts based on a number of building blocks and starting 
from the shared dreams - if this is the dream, how do we get there?

Based on the workshops and a comprehensive analysis exercise, the mission and an-
gles of actions were identified.

A number of experts from various sectors and industries were invited to attend two 
High-Level Roundtable sessions to validate, test, and provide feedback. Twenty-six 
experts participated in the roundtables. This exercise was truly helpful in unfolding the 
core meaning of each of the words in the mission and shaping and iterating on the 
angles of actions. We used a google sheet to gather all experts input - starting with a 
7-minute silent exercise for all experts to write down their thoughts on the missions, 
what they liked, disliked and sound advice when moving forward. This was a simple 
way to make sure everyone was heard and that not only two or three minds dictated 
the conversation.

https://bauhaus-conversations.eu
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Co-creating a 
mission & angles 
of action
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Co-creating 
innovation directions, 
ideas & initiatives
The aim of phase two was to co-create possible innovation directions and go from ideas 
to concrete initiatives. This phase was organised as three parallel processes consisting 
of three co-creation workshops, one for each angle of action. 

There was established dedicated project groups around each angle of action. Approxi-
mately 50 people committed to the project group work. Some were new to the process, 
and others had also participated in the previous phase. The project groups consisted 
of a core of three persons representing art, research and industries with competencies 
associated with the given challenge field and topic. The groups also included vision 
leaders in the form of representatives from NextGenerationEU.

All three workshops (counting 3 x 3 parallel sessions in total) took place in a Zoom call 
using interactive, collaborative boards such as Jambord or Mural boards to support 
the development and, most importantly, to ensure everyone’s opinions and ideas were 
brought forward. To guarantee complete transparency, professional graphic facilitation 
designers visualised the output from the sessions as well. 

Workshop 1
Unfolding the angles of actions, identifying two key challenges and reflecting on the 
connectivity with the other angles. The overall question for the brainstorm and the 
conversation: We know we need to focus on a much better balance between city and 
nature and to increase biodiversity and resilience. What are, in fact, the main challeng-
es we then need to overcome? 

Workshop 2
Developing innovation directions and going from ideas to concrete initiatives. The work-
shop was two-folded. As for identifying innovation directions, the groups were asked to 
brainstorm on:  If the problem is…. solutions might be found with in…. 
Based on the first exercise, the groups were divided into smaller groups and asked to 
unfold solutions (initiatives) based on the question: If you were given 5 million Euro 
tomorrow, what would you do? And how? 

International co-creation workshop: Expanding the conversation outside Denmark on 
how to design the irresistible circular society. The conversations were kick-started with 
an inspirational talk by artist Madeleine Kate McGowan to emphasise the power of art 
as the enabler to change human behaviour. 
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Workshop 3
Consolidating ideas and unfolding initiatives based on the first content scope of the call 
provided by the European Commission. 

A premise throughout the workshops and the initiative development has been not to 
invent the wheel but to accelerate what needs to be accelerated and focus on what is 
missing to accomplish the mission. As a result of this phase, a mission portfolio has 
been created. 

Co-creating 
innovation directions, 
ideas & initiatives
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Co-creating 
innovation directions, 
ideas & initiatives
Tools and design templates - a look into the machine room for phase 2.
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Governance in 
a comprehensive 
bottom-up 
process
In November 2020, BLOX, located in Copenhagen, Denmark, initiated a meeting where 
stakeholders across the fields of architecture, design, business, technology, sustaina-
bility, arts and science, construction met to share perspectives and to confirm the broad 
interest and passion in realising the vision of Ursula von der Leyen of a more beautiful, 
sustainable and inclusive future.

Based on the commitment, a steering committee and a coordination and facilitation 
team was established to serve the best conditions for executing a comprehensive 
co-creation process. 

Execution
150 Danish companies, organisations, and communities across sectors and disciplines 
represented by more than 200 people have been involved in the co-creation process. In 
total, 1.169 hours of braindump have been invested.

Coordination, facilitation and analysis
A small team of project managers, domain experts and design facilitators have ensured 
progress, a framework for the co-creation process and coherence in the initiatives. Fur-
thermore, consolidation of input and feedback, analysis and iterations have been on the 
team’s agenda. Also, it has been of high priority to create outreach activities to increase 
awareness and provide feedback to the steering committee and the broader ecosystem 
involved. 

Steering committee
A steering committee representing key stakeholders in the ecosystem was established 
to ensure anchoring, direction and commitment at the organisational level. 

Funding
The first and second phases (Respectively Jan-march 2021 and April-august 2021) 
were funded by the philanthropic foundation Realdania. The third phase (Sept. 2021- 
Feb. 2022) will be funded by the following: Realdania, The Landowners´ Investment 
Foundation, The Danish Foundation for Culture and Sports Facilities and The Danish 
Industry Foundation. 
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Partners



www.irresistiblecircularsociety.eu

Editorial team
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Disclaimer
This report presents the essence and highlights of the 
process and co-created content. So many layers of 
ideas and conversations have taken place. What has not 
been included in this report is captured in our treasure 
chest and will become a part of the proposal for a New 
European Bauhaus.

https://www.irresistiblecircularsociety.eu

